Priest Gives you Crutches

But They don't make you

Stand on Your Feet
there is no such thing as
right and no such thing as
wrong. Then what do I
teach? I teach awareness -not labeling, not
categorising. I teach
awareness. I teach you to
be fully aware in every
situation, and act out of
your awareness. Or, in
different words, I can say:
Any action that happens
through awareness is
right; any action that
happens through
unawareness is wrong
-Osho

A

s time changes, rights change, wrongs change. And you
can see it in your own life - every day things are
different, and you keep clinging to your fixed ideas.
The man who lives with fixed ideas lives a dead life. He is never
spontaneous and he is never in a right relationship with the
situation that exists. He is never responsible; he functions out of
his old conclusions which are no longer relevant, he does not
look at the situation itself.
According to me there is no such thing as right and no such
thing as wrong. Then what do I teach? I teach awareness -- not
labeling, not categorising. I teach awareness. I teach you to be
fully aware in every situation, and act out of your awareness. Or,
in different words, I can say: Any action that happens through
awareness is right; any action that happens through
unawareness is wrong.
But see the emphasis. The emphasis is not on the action itself,
the emphasis is on the source -- awareness or unawareness. If
you act fully aware, then whatever you do is right. If you move
mechanically and do things unconsciously as if you are a
sleepwalker, a somnambulist, then whatever you do is wrong.
Awareness is right, unawareness is wrong.
But if you go to the priests, they will teach you what is right
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and what is wrong. They will
not give you insight, they will give
you dead categories. They will not
give you light, so that you can see
in every situation what to do and
what not to do; they want you to
depend on them. They don't give
you insight into things, so you have
to remain dependent forever. They
give you crutches, but they don't
make you stand on your own feet.
Avoid the priests. Whenever you
go to any kind of experts, their
whole effort in fact is how to make
you dependent on them.
The star of a Broadway hit was
visiting friends when talk got
around, as usual, to psychiatry. "I
must say," said the hostess, "I think
my analyst is the best in the world!
You can't imagine what he has done
for me. You ought to try him."
"But I don't need analysis," said
the star. "I could not be more
normal -- there is nothing wrong
with me."
"But he is absolutely great,"
insisted her friend. "He will find
something wrong."
There are people who live on
finding something wrong with you.
Their whole trade secret is to find
something wrong with you. They
cannot accept you as you are; they
will give you ideals, ideas,
ideologies, and they will make you
feel guilty and they will make you
feel worthless, dirt. In your own
eyes, they will make you feel so
condemned that you will forget all
about freedom.
In fact you will become afraid of
freedom, because you will see how
bad you are, how wrong you are -and if you are free, you are going to
do something wrong, so follow
somebody. The priest depends on it,
the politician depends on it. They
give you right and wrong, fixed
ideas, and then you will remain

give you right and wrong, fixed
ideas, and then you will remain
guilty forever.
I say to you: There is nothing
right and nothing wrong. I don't
want you to depend on me, and I
don't give you any fixed ideas. I
simply give you indications, hints,
which have to be worked out by
you. And the hint that I give to you
is awareness. Become more aware,
and it is a miracle....
If you are angry, the priest will
say anger is wrong, don't be angry.
What will you do? You can repress
anger, you can sit upon it, you can
swallow it, literally, but it will go
into you, into your system. Swallow
ve cancer. Swallow anger and you

In fact you will
become afraid of
freedom, because
you will see how
bad you are,
how wrong you are
-- and if you are
free, you are going
to do something
wrong, so follow
somebody.
The priest depends
on it, the politician
depends on it.
They give you right
and wrong, fixed
ideas, and then you
will remain guilty
forever

anger and you will have ulcers
in the stomach, swallow anger and
sooner or later you will have cancer.
Swallow anger and you will have a
thousand and one problems arising
out of it, because anger is poison.
But what will you do? If anger is
wrong, you have to swallow it.
I don't say anger is wrong, I say
anger is energy -- pure energy,
beautiful energy. When anger
arises, be aware of it, and see the
miracle happen. When anger arises,
be aware of it, and if you are aware
you will be surprised; you are in for
a surprise -- perhaps the greatest
surprise of your life -- that as you
become aware, anger disappears.
Anger is transformed. Anger
becomes pure energy; anger
becomes compassion, anger
becomes forgiveness, anger
becomes love. And you need not
repress, so you are not burdened by
some poison. And you are not being
angry, so you are not hurting
anybody. Both are saved: the other,
the object of your anger, is saved,
and you are saved. In the past,
either the object was to suffer, or
you were to suffer.
What I am saying is that there is
no need for anybody to suffer. Just
be aware, let awareness be there.
Anger will arise and will be
consumed by awareness. One
cannot be angry with awareness
and one cannot be greedy with
awareness and one cannot be
jealous with awareness. Awareness
is the golden key.
- Osho
The Book of Wisdom,
Ch 24.
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